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QUESTION NO: 1 
 

Which statement is true about the default behavior of Sharing preferences when a NetBoot image

is created?
 

A. The sharing name of the client will be blank unless provided by a DHCP server.

B. All clients will use the same .local host name unless DNS names are provided.

C. The sharing name will be generated using the client's unique Ethernet MAC address.

D. The sharing default behavior will prevent the NetBoot image from being created.
 

Answer: C

 

 

QUESTION NO: 2 
 

You have an application that must be installed to / (root of the volume). However, you wish to

install the application on a computer that is in Target Disk mode, and the target volume is in

/Volumes. Identify a possible solution in Mac OS X v10.4.
 

A. Rename the target volume so that it matches the name of the root (/) volume.

B. Create a disk image of the target volume, install the application, and restore the disk image to

the target volume without erasing the existing contents.

C. Identify the files that were installed during testing and create a custom installation package that

installs the files in the correct locations.

D. Copy the volume from /Volumes to /.
 

Answer: C

 

 

QUESTION NO: 3 
 

In PackageMaker on Mac OS X v10.4, one difference between distribution scripts and the

predefined package scripts (such as postinstall or VolumeCheck) is that distribution scripts

________.
 

A. have greater cross-compatibility between different versions of Mac OS X

B. provide version tracking and control

C. allow customization of the Welcome pane

D. are scripted with JavaScript rather than shell scripts
 

Answer: D

 

 

QUESTION NO: 4 
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Which ASR image format results in the fastest local image restore?
 

A. Read only - Compressed

B. Read only - Uncompressed

C. Read/Write - Uncompressed

D. Read/Write - Compressed
 

Answer: B

 

 

QUESTION NO: 5 
 

In Server Admin, you can choose to deliver a NetBoot image with the ciskless option selected.

This feature is used to ________.
 

A. ensure that items saved to ~/Documents are located on a network home folder

B. ensure better performance of the client computer by caching the NetBoot image

C. create a virtual pool of NetBoot images to balance the client load

D. allow restoration of a target volume while started up from the NetBoot volume
 

Answer: D

 

 

QUESTION NO: 6 
 

In Mac OS X v10.4, a custom installation package (.pkg file) can be configured to _______.
 

A. put software in multiple locations throughout the file system

B. be a startup volume to facilitate the installation of driver software

C. track changes made to a computer and automatically reverse those changes

D. standardize the configuration of disk partitions
 

Answer: A

 

 

QUESTION NO: 7 
 

You need to install Mac OS X v10.4 simultaneously on multiple computers from an ASR image

using a strictly network-based solution. How do you accomplish this?
 

A. Start up the computers from a non-diskless NetBoot image, then use ASR multicast to restore

the volumes.

B. Start up the computers from the ASR image using NetBoot services, then select Restore Target

Volume when prompted.
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C. Start up the computers from the target volumes, then use the command-line utility asr to restore

the target volumes from the ASR multicast image.

D. Start up the computers from a diskless NetBoot image, then use ASR multicast to restore the

volumes.
 

Answer: D

 

 

QUESTION NO: 8 
 

How can you prevent a user from starting a computer from a DVD, CD-ROM, or FireWire drive?
 

A. Format your designated startup disk without Mac OS 9 drivers.

B. Explicitly select a startup disk in System Preferences.

C. Enable the open firmware password on the computer.

D. Set up Classic to use a System Folder on a disk image.
 

Answer: C

 

 

QUESTION NO: 9 
 

The software contained in a software package can be installed by ________ or by ________.

(Choose TWO.)
 

A. using the following syntax on the command line: installer -pkg <package_name> -target

<target_volume>

B. double-clicking on the package to open it in the Installer application

C. expanding the package and dragging the contents to the applications folder

D. opening the package contents and dragging the contents to / (root of the volume)

E. expanding the package and running the installer contained inside
 

Answer: A,B

 

 

QUESTION NO: 10 
 

The command-line utility asr can scan ________.
 

A. read-only or compressed .dmg files

B. read/write and read-only .dmg files

C. uncompressed .cdr.img files

D. info.plist files on .dmg files
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